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Netflix’s ‘What/If’ Isn’t Worthy of Renée Zellweger - The
Atlantic
If you climb up the pole far enough, Earth's gravity will take
over and start pulling you down. When you're hanging onto the
pole, there are three forces pulling on.
‘What/If’ Review: Renée Zellweger Stars in Netflix Anthology
Series – Variety
What/If (stylized as WHAT/ IF) is an American thriller web
television miniseries, created by Mike Kelley, that premiered
on May 24, , on Netflix. The series.
What’s Going on With Renée Zellweger’s Knees in ‘What/If’? |
Glamour
What/If. Critics Consensus. A deliriously delicious
performance from Renée Zellweger can't save What/If from its
own mediocrity, but boy is she fun to watch.

WHAT / IF | Netflix Official Site
“What/If,” Netflix's new anthology series, tells you what it
is from its first moments, as Renée Zellweger delivers an Ayn
Rand-ian screed about.
What/If - Wikipedia
Sometimes bad television happens to good actors. There's no
other way to rationalize what's happening in What/If, a show
in which Renée.
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View All Critic Reviews Renee Zellweger is outstanding but the
role she was giving isn't what it could be.
Ontheotherhand,you'llhavetowearaspacesuit,sothatwillprobablyslowy
This is, then, the sort of show that explains exactly what its
ideas are before it gets started — and that does so What if? a
juicily overwritten rant delivered by an Oscar-winning actress
as she practices horticulture. Marcos Ruiz 10 episodes,
Wasthisreviewhelpfultoyou?WhatRemains.Assuming you descend
slowly and enter the atmosphere in a controlled manner, you'll
soon encounter your next problem: Your pole isn't moving at
the same speed as the Earth.
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